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Face Masks

Care Instructions 
Machine washable. Dry on high 
heat. Remove any filters before 
washing.

Production Time
Our masks are made to 
order. Production timeline 
is 5-10 business days. Ship 
dates will be assigned upon 
receipt of order, dependent 
upon current capacity. 

Packaging
Each mask is individually 
packaged in eco-friendly bags. 
Orders of 1000+ units will be 
bulk-packed.
 

High quality, reusable, fashionable, and functional face masks

Upgrade to Filter Pocket style or Moisture Barrier style, add $4.00 (G) per mask.

Product Features
Full customizable dye-sublimated outer layer. 
Choice of: around-the-head elastic straps or around-the-ear adjustable straps
Adult regular size: 5” x 8” | Adult small size: 4.5” x 7”

Basic Face Mask

Two layers of breathable, 
cotton-like polyester.

Filter Pocket Face Mask

Three layers of breathable, 
cotton-like polyester with a  
built-in filter pocket that can fit 
a PM 2.5 filter (or similar filter 
type). 

PM 2.5 filters available for 
purchase; $2 (G) per filter. 

Moisture Barrier Face Mask

Three layers of breathable,
cotton-like polyester with a built-in 
filter pocket specifically designed 
to fit our polypropylene moisture 
barrier inserts. Each mask comes 
with 3 moisture barrier inserts. 

Additional sets of 3 inserts available 
for purchase; $2 (G) per set.

PRICE $17 $16 $15 $14 $12 $10

(R) (R) (R) (R) (R) (T)

QTY 10-24         25-99      100-249      250-499      500-999     1000

Eco-Impact: Made in USA

Made in Denver, CO • Made by skilled resettled refugees 
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Neck Gaiters: Lightweight,  
Insulated, and Double-Layer

Production Time

Standard production time 
for neck gaiters will range 
from 5-10 business days, 
depending on order quantity 
and capacity at time of PO. 
For orders over 500 units, 
please contact sales@
knottytie.com to confirm 
timeline

Packaging

Each neck gaiter is individually 
packed in eco-friendly bags.

Care Instructions 

Lightweight Summer Style: 
Machine Washable, Dry on 
High Heat.

Insulated Winter Style: 
Machine Washable, Cold 
Water. Dry on Low Heat. 

The ultimate in versatile outdoor accessories. Available in two sizes, two  
high-quality fabrics, single or double layers, and endless creative designs

Product Features

Lightweight Fabric: 
Moisture wicking polyester 
that looks and feels like 
cotton 

Insulated Fabric:  
Fleece-lined and made from 
Repreve (fabric made from 
recycled plastic bottles) 

Double Layer: Option of 
lightweight or insulated 
fabric, with two layers 
for added warmth or 
precaution 

Dye sublimated exterior for 
full color branding or design 

Regular size 9.5 x 14,  
Small size 8.5 x 14 

Eco-Impact: Made in USA 
Lightweight & Insulated Single Layer Gaiters

PRICE $25 $22 $18 $15 $13 $11 $10 $9

(R) (R) (R) (R) (R) (R) (R) (S)

QTY 1-4         5-9      10-49      50-99      100-499     500-999      1000-2499      2500

Lightweight & Insulated Double Layer Gaiters

PRICE $29 $26 $22 $19 $17 $15 $14 $13

(R) (R) (R) (R) (R) (R) (R) (S)

QTY 1-4         5-9      10-49      50-99      100-499     500-999      1000-2499      2500
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Made in Denver, CO • Made by skilled resettled refugees • Insulated gaiter 
made from Repreve, fabric made from recycled plastic bottles 



Eco-Impact: Made in USA 
Lightweight & Insulated Single Layer Gaiters

Lightweight & Insulated Double Layer Gaiters

Tropical Sunset Camo Green Milky Way American Flag

STOCK PATTERN OPTIONS
Customize Any Option with a Logo

Sunset Mountain Trout Classic Neutron Crystal Wave

Banana Leaves Trout Modern Sea Ice Fractal Flow

Our 12 stock patterns make it easy to create a quick custom design for clients. Keep it simple and just 
add a logo. Or, add a logo and customize a stock pattern even further with an on-brand color scheme. 
For the ultimate in custom, our expert in-house design team can create a unique design to match any 
branding. With full-color, edge to edge sublimation — the possibilities are endless. Keep it easy with a 
stock pattern or let us get creative. Contact sales@knottytie.com for more info.
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